PRESS RELEASE | LEONTEQ ANNOUNCES COLLABORATION WITH AVALOQ
Zurich, 13 June, 2014

Leonteq AG (SIX: LEON), the Zurich-based engineering and infrastructure partner for investment solutions,
announces a forward-looking collaboration with the Avaloq group, a leading international provider of
integrated and comprehensive solutions for wealth management, universal and retail banks.
An upgradable interface between the Avaloq Banking Suite and the Leonteq platform will be created and will form
the core of the collaboration. This interface will provide financial institutions using the Avaloq Banking Suite further
automation in the offering and handling of structured products.
In a first step, it will become possible to book Leonteq investment products (including those of its white labeling
partners) structured for clients using Leonteq’s “Constructor” directly in the Avaloq Banking Suite at the respective
custodian bank. Client advisors using this system will benefit from shortened work-processes, as many steps that to
date have been carried out manually will be eliminated, thus increasing efficiency.
Leonteq’s “Constructor” is a web-based application that enables intermediaries and professional investors to create
and calculate structured investment products on over 1,000 underlyings and in a wide variety of currencies. The
“Constructor” is currently only offered in Switzerland, however, plans for a rollout to other countries are underway.
Further features are planned for the future as part of the collaboration between Leonteq and Avaloq.
Jan Schoch, CEO of Leonteq: “Following the recent announcement of the ‘Smart Data’ initiative focusing on the
development of intelligent tools and therefore longer-term on increased margins, the cooperation with Avaloq
focuses on processing and therefore also translates into a reduction of costs on the client side. Both initiatives
strengthen our white-labeling business model, increase the attractiveness of our platform and are intended to
contribute to a rise in market share and revenues. We are pleased that with Avaloq, we have found a wellestablished partner with whom we can further develop our ideas.”
Francisco Fernandez, CEO of Avaloq: “We are pleased that we will be able to offer our clients quick and easy
access to the products on the Leonteq platform. The open architecture of the Avaloq Banking Suite will facilitate a
rapid set-up and further expansion of the interface.
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About Avaloq: Essential for Banking
The Avaloq group is an international leader in integrated and comprehensive solutions for wealth management,
universal and retail banks. Avaloq is the only independent provider for the financial industry to both develop and
operate its own software. Headquartered in Switzerland and with branches in the most demanding financial centres
worldwide, the company employs more than 1,400 highly qualified banking and IT specialists and has a global
customer base of more than 100 financial institutions.
For more information, please visit www.avaloq.com
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DISCLAIMER
NOT FOR RELEASE OR PUBLICATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, CANADA, JAPAN OR AUSTRALIA
This press release issued by Leonteq (the “Company”) serves for information purposes only and does not constitute research. This press release and
all materials, documents and information used therein or distributed in the context of this press release do not constitute or form part of and should
not be construed as, an offer (public or private) to sell or a solicitation of offers (public or private) to purchase or subscribe for shares or other
securities of the Company or any of its affiliates or subsidiaries in any jurisdiction or an inducement to enter into investment activity in any jurisdiction,
and may not be used for such purposes. Copies of this press release may not be made available (directly or indirectly) to any person in relation to
whom the making available of the press release is restricted or prohibited by law or sent to countries, or distributed in or from countries, to, in or from
which this is restricted or prohibited by law.
This press release may contain specific forward-looking statements, e.g. statements including terms like “believe“, “assume“, “expect“, “forecast“,
“project“, “may“, “could“, “might“, “will“ or similar expressions. Such forward-looking statements are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties
and other factors which may result in a substantial divergence between the actual results, financial situation, development or performance of the
Company or any of its affiliates or subsidiaries and those explicitly or implicitly presumed in these statements. These factors include, but are not
limited to: (1) general market, macroeconomic, governmental and regulatory trends, (2) movements in securities markets, exchange rates and
interest rates and (3) other risks and uncertainties inherent in our business. Against the background of these uncertainties, you should not rely on
forward-looking statements. Neither the Company nor any of its affiliates or subsidiaries or their respective bodies, executives, employees and
advisers assume any responsibility to prepare or disseminate any supplement, amendment, update or revision to any of the information, opinions or
forward-looking statements contained in this press release or to adapt them to any change in events, conditions or circumstances, except as required
by applicable law or regulation.
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